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The paf&cmecWfy of a graph G is the maxinal k for which between any k pairs of 
vertices there are k edge-disjoint paths (one between each pair). An upper bound for the 
path-coimectivity of nq (q < 1) separable graphs [6’J is shown to e&. 
If the edge-connectivity of a graph is Q then bemeen any two pairs of vertices and for every 
tS#cE there exists a t*t’at+l such that there are t’ paths between the first pair and KE-f’ 
between the second pair. AU paths are edge-disjoint. 
The connectivity properties of VLSI circuits play a major role in establishing 
bounds on circuit embeddings [l, 6,7,14]. Here we consider some connectivity 
properties of separable graphs [6] which are more general graphs than VLSI. 
Given several pairs of vertices in a graph G we study how many edge-disjoint 
paths exist between them (this is the path-connectivity). The problem of finding 
two paths between two distinct pairs of vertices was treated in 11.2, IS]. This result 
is generalized to show that if the edge-connectivity of a graph is k approximately 
ik: edge-disjoint paths exist between each pair of vertices. Upper and lower 
bounds are given ?*r the path-co~ectivity and these bounds are related to the 
edge-connectivity oi the graph and its separability constank 
The&~ results are useful also for studying networks of processo IS and embed- 
dings of semantic networks in host graphs 11, 2, 141. 
Let G(V, E) be an undirected multigraph (with it vertices). Let F= 
{%I, f.&, . . . , (Sk, tk)} be a set of k pr\irs of ciistinct vertices, F is path-connecgti if% 
there exist k edge-disjoint pa!hs ml,. . . ,Q such that We co#l;aects si to 4. 
D&@~&BB 21. TkrR, path-connectiity of a graph G, K*(G), is the maximum k 
such that all sets of k pairs of vertices are path connected. 
The f&lowing examples show that the path-connectitity is not directly related to 
the edge-connectivity. 
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edge-co~ectivity of G, given on Fig,, 1, is 2: but its path- 
since there are no two edge-disjo*int. p:&s between p& and 
8 
.po,..’ * 
W,position 2.1 gives bounds on the path-c0nnecWi~ Of g;rapbs. 
_.,.. >.I / .-3 
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It: is easily seen that if a graph G is separable by (cu, c, g), then it is vertex- 
separable by (oy, 2c, g) (take the endpoints of thz edge separating set), also if G 
bas degree sd and is vertex-separable by (cr, c, g), then it is separak by 
&u, &, g) (by taking the edges incident o the vertex separation set). 
We shall now give a method for obtaining upper bounds for path-connectivity. 
Assume C is a graph separabie by (ar, c, g). Separate G by Si into G1, Gi and set 
PZ = IV(b)l. warate G1 by S; into G,, G& Assume that the number of edges of 
S1 incident with Gz is ~4 IS,1 (otherwise select Gi). Gz is separated from G-G; 
by a set of edges Soz such that 
lS&W;l+~ l&l+ . dd+c l dlW%)!), 
IWWl W-4 lW@)I- 
Repeating this process p + 1 times we get a subgraph GP separated from G - GP 
by a set of edges So* such that 
where n = IV(G)/ and IV(Gp>l*nP” n. From ti we get the following result on 
path-clonnectivity. 
Lemma 3.1, Let G be a graph separabb by (a, c, g) and IV(G)1 := n. Define 
A(m) = 2 $ g((l- a’;m-i”l. Ib)‘. 
if thetv2 are M, %c>o such that 
A(m)4c<am+1n 
then the path-connectivity of G is kss than k. 
PM&. Repeatedly separate G and use Proposition 2.1. 0 
By r8] a planar graph G 
graphs of bounded degree 
Using the notations of the 
planar graphs: 
is vertex-separable by ($, c’, n In). Therefore, p1a~a.r 
d are edge separable by ($, c, dm) where c = dc’. 
previous section the following inequalities hold for 
For su@lciex~tly large n there exists a11 integral m sMsfying the above inequality, 
thus confonqing to $e ccqiitions of Lemma 3.1. This yields .j,, 1 I, : 
Using similar methods a stronger Insult can be obtained: 
In this section we relate the edge+onnectivity ax@ the path-connectivity. Let 
G(V,E)beagraph.Apath7r=(v0,v2,..., q) from o. to u1 will be called a vo-q 
Wk Define 4% t$l=(St Vi+19 l l l 9 q). l?IRs&(w) = (i)o, Q), LAW&r) = 
(Q-~, q) are tie first and last edges of W. If w is a uO-q path and cr is a y-o, path, 
then mr is the q,-q path obtained from the concatenation f 7r and o. Let A be a 
set of paths then define E(A)= &,AE(n). Let B be a set of edges, cy = 
( vo, %r - . , ;y) be a ,path (q, I.&) t&i fikst edge of ~1 bel&igiikg to 23, tied ” W ‘hedid 
~arelatioe~BLNEAa(a,B)=sr[uo,o,]andifAisasetofpaths~~haadsof 
A r&at&e to B are HEAD& B)=U,,,(HEADQar, B)}. TAIL(q B) and 
7kXf 4 B) are defined similarly. 
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PExM. The theorem is provlecR by induction on s. 
Base: s=O, PO=& Q,,:= Q. 
hduction step: Assume we have constructed P, and Qs then we have to 
amrwt &+I, Q*+s or -ps*2, Qs+** For each path WE P such that 
FIRST&r) #.E(P*), let[ (k, u) be the first edge of 7r which beiongs to some path 
of Qs (if w is edge-disjoint of Q, take h, = p2). Then: 
H, = {HEA%-, Qs) 1 at’ E P, FIRS’&r) 6 Ps), 
T, =(TAIL(w, Q,) \ z 4 P, LAST&) # PJ. 
Claim. We may choose I’, which in addition to (l)-(3) also satisfies E(P$ p. 
E(kz&T$J=g. 
Proof: Let = = T&I,, h]o[h, ~]m&, pJ E P,. Since ‘~1, 7r2 and (T are noi always 
edge-disjoint, k and t are not always uniquely defined. Choose h, t such that 
&I .= tE(+, 4 is minimaL LRt r, =CICEP, ts (7r). Choose P$ such &at t, is 
minimal. If E(P3 n E(N, U T& + 8 we may assume that there exists a path T e HI 
which intersects a path 7~ = ?rlk, fMh, htk ~21~ E= * Fig- 3. 
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Fig. 3. 
Since ml, 7r2e P and the paths of P are edge-disjoint, T must LItersect a[h, t]. 
Let e be the Grst edge of the intersection and denote by v the endpoint of e closer 
to t (in cr[h t3)_ Let 7r’ = 7[pI, V]‘IT[V, pJ. Replace )is by Pi = (P, -IT}) U (d}. 
Using the same nolratkbn ?T’ = w{[pI, h’]a[h’, t]~&, pd. Z: ii defined as beiore 
(with respect to the new &Ii, Ti). Since e E o[h, t] and e$ G[!I’, t] we have 1: c Is. 
Contradicting the: m.inimality of k. 
Henceforth, it is assumed that E(P$ nE(I3.i U 7’..) = $3. 
We are now ready to construct Qs+l, Ps+l or Qs+2, Ps+2. There are three cases. 
Case 
Then 
define 
1: There is a path ~dk&nT,. 
this is a pl-p2 path which is edge-disjoint of Q,. choose any UE Qs and 
Case 
P s+l = P,U{d, Qs+l = Q, .- {a).. 
2: There exists a path a e Qs such that for some 7r[jjl, II,& pds h, E m and 
for some ?r’[&, p&z Ts, rc, E w. 
Then 
P s-t1 = PsUhCp,, hwJa[L d+‘l[t~, i)& Qs+l = Q; -+I. 
Case 3: Assume Cases 1 and 2 do not hold. 
Tlrsorclpr 5Sa. Let pl, p2, q12 q2 be four dis@ct uert@ of a gmph G and P(r.l) a 
set af edge-disjoint pl-p2 paths (q&) paths. Let k = min)P 11 Ql, IQ I\ PI}. Then 
fan aU 0~ m s k thene exist s = s(m) E(m, m + l}, a set P, of edge-disjoint plop2 
patbandasetQ,c,~su&~thirt 
0) IF4 = s +IP-U’d’Qk 
(3 IQ‘1 = k - s +lQ - (Q#% 
(3).. P,UQ, is a set of edge-disjoint paths. 
Also Q, s Q and di parhs of P, ane of the firm 9rlu7r2, wSre= wl, n2 a~ subpaths of 
two P-paths and m is a Q-subpath or a concatenation f two Q-&paths. 
Another generabtion conceti the she of the sets P and Q in Theorem 5.1. 
Fmd. Followirig’%he prbof of ‘I%&rerm c5.f the kwN is Wivial for m = 0. 
Assume we have P, and QS then let us construct #IS and ‘p; as in TLorem 5.1 
using the same notation. Assume there is a path olrf fJS and a set of paths 
Tl l l l q E &, such that !or qach pgth. T&, /B,J, k, E V. tw Fig. 4. 
If k >2 assume h,, is the first vertex on u and h, &e last one* Let Q = 
f~[&, k&lq[&, q& Replace Q, by (QS -(a}) U(p). Therefore, we may assume 
that for e;Lch path s of Qe there, are at ,most two paths w!, mdz of W, (similarly T.‘. 
which have their l&t vert&x on & Foll&&g ,th~ proof 6f T&a2rem 5.1; id rem&ins 
to examine the case in which none.‘of<the Cases 1,2 holds .anid there does not exist 
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Fig. 4. 
two paths in Q, one containing the endpoints of two paths of If, and the other the 
two first vertices of two paths of T,. Assume that O<!: S$ IIf,,1 paths of Q, contain 
the endpoints of two paths of 6. Then all paths of Q, contain only one endpoint 
of a path of T, and no path of Q, contains an endpint of both I-& and T,. 
Therefore, j?‘,I paths of Q, contain an endpoint of ‘I’, and t + (II&) - 2t) paths of Q, 
contain an endpoint of I& Consequently, 
Contradiction. El 
We were not able to prove as in ThexJrem 5.1 that Qs c= Q. However, we have a 
theorem analogous to Theorem 5.la. 
‘Ibnwn 5.21~ Let ply p2, ql, q2 be four distinct vertices of a graph G und P(Q) a 
set of pl-p2 edge-disjoint p&s (qI-q2 p&s). 
If iQ$P\ a IP$‘Ql>$ IQ$‘_PI +gk, k > 0, then for all 0 s m G k thepe &sts 
s = s(m) ~{m, m + 1) a set P, of edge-disjoint plop2 paths and a set QS of qy-q2 
edge-disjoint paths, such that 
(1) IPSI = s + lP II QI, 
(2) lQsl= IQk-s, . 
(3) PSUQS are edge-disjoint path 
The proof is similar to Theorem 5.1. 
If we have only IQ1 3 IPI th en in order to construct a P’ path we use a QS path 
containing an endpoine of H, and a Q, path containing an endpoint of ‘I,. 
Yielding 
a 53. Let ~1, 1)2,ql,q2 be four distinct vertices of c1 graph G and P(Q) 119 set 
of t?dge-disjoint pi-p! paths (ql-q2 p&s). tit k = min{lFi, 4 IQ\}, then for any 
06s as & w is Q set P, of s edgedi@k p&s and a set Q E C2 suchgthat 
(1) \QJ = lQl4s, 
(2) Q, ti P, tare edge-disjoint. 
’ I 
I, 
T$e difficulty of gene-g Theorem 5.1 from two pairs of vertks to k pairs 
is that constructing edge4isjoint paths-between two pairs of vertices may produm 
paths which are not edge-disjoint of the other pairs. 
Noftrever, 
lkb#bn 6,1, The k-path-wnnectivity of a graph G, is the maximal integer 
K!(G), such that for every t~sequence of m (m Sk) distinct pair of veti= 
CPlll P23~ l l l 9 (prl, p&, in which each vertex appears at most k times, there are 
edge-disjoint paths PI,. . . , P, where Pi is a pjl+z path. 
As +q immediate result of,Theorem 6.1 we get tIm& follow@g cor&uy: 
?w 6.l.l. For any graph G 
c,,=max{kI~;(G)W+1)~ 
1 
k 
n+i :rna"(k ! K::(G) e n}- 1. 
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In l3, 153 it is conjectured that if the edge-annectivity of a graph is Q = 
2k - 1, tka between any ICE pairs of vertices in the graph there are edge-disjoint 
paths. From this conjecture it follows that for even t, ! + 1 edge-connectivity 
implies path-connectivity 2 t. 
This conjecture is strengthened by the following. 
The conjecture is true for t = 2, 3, 4 (see Section 5 and [12] for t = 2 [5, 111 
t = 3, 4). 
For an even number of pairs of vertices the following example shows that at 
least t + 1 *zAge-connectivity is needed to ensure t path-connectivity. 
Rample. Let V(G)=(x,, . . . , x2n, yt, . . . , y2,,, ul, ~2) be the vertices of a graph 
G. The graph3 I&, = G[x,, . . . , x2,,] and K;, = G[y,, . . . , y2,,] are cliques. The 
vertex ul is connected in G tc the vertices (x1,. . . , q,, yl,. . . , y,,} and the vertex 
t)2 in =nn=ed to {~n+~, . . . 9 xZnr Y~+~, . . . 9 y2A. 
It is easy to see that the edge-connectivity of G is 2~2. But the path-connectivity 
of G is less than 2n since for the 2n pairs 
(h U2A (4, yi) i = 1,. . . ,2n - 1, 
IB q-yi paths pass through either tll or u2 using up all its 2n edges, leaving no free 
edges for an edge-disjoint t)l-02 path. 
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